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Consideration of the Statues of NITENNO at NIO-MON 
Gate of YUTEN-JI Temple in Meguro-ku, Tokyo
YAMAMOTO Tsutomu/HANAZAWA Ayumi
Abstract? The Meguro-ku Board of Education entrusted the research group repre-
sented by YAMAMOTO Tsutomu with research in the art history of wooden standing 
statues, NITENNO (Two Devas) housed in NIO-MON Gate of YUTEN-JI Temple (Na-
kameguro, Meguro-ku, Tokyo) in order to confirm their values as cultural assets, and 
the research was conducted in December of 2018.  The research results were orga-
nized and written jointly by YAMAMOTO and HANAZAWA Ayumi and submitted to 
Meguro-ku.  This paper reorganizes the contents of the report with, some subsequent 
findings added.
? The NITENNO statues had been installed on the back side of NIO-MON Gate, 
YUTEN-JI Temple until 2013.  The construction of NIO-MON Gate was completed in 
1735, and a religious service for the KONGORIKISHI-ZO statues (NIO-ZO statues) 
enshrined on the front side was held in 1738.  The NITENNO statues are known to 
have been enshrined at the gate in 1775 according to a record.  Since the record men-
tions “created by Unkei” as a pretext that the creator was the Buddhist image sculp-
tor Unkei, the statues are recognized to be old, but its history before the enshrine-
ment is not known.
? The two statues are considered to have been created in or around the Kinki dis-
trict in the late Heian Period, that is, about the first half of the 12th century.  They 
stand symmetrically at the current positions, with the outside hands raised and the 
inside hands at their hips, respectively, twisting the bodies at the waists with weights 
on the outside legs and raising the inside legs that they are stepping on.  They could 
have been two Shitenno-zo statues, but in view of the symmetric posing and the com-
bination of one with the mouth opened and the other with it closed, which is “A-UN”, 
there is a good possibility that they were created as a pair of Nitenno-zo statues. 
Since they are small statues, they can hardly be such statues as to be enshrined at the 
gate, but are presumed to be statues for guarding a principal-rank image on the dais 
in the main hall.  The carving-out of a pattern of KINSAGO (armor made by braiding 
chains) on the surface of the armor is an expression appearing on statues wearing ar-
mor in the 12th century and after.  One of the statues has fish-shaped greaves, while 
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the other wears boots without greaves, which is very rare.  This style is considered to 
be based on paper images from Song, China in the 12th century and is a very early 
sculpture example.  Another point is that the two statues are examples showing that 
old statues of the Heian Period were enshrined in Edo at the gates newly constructed 
in the Edo Period, but similar examples are also found in other temples in Tokyo Met-
ropolitan.  This can be recognized as a respect for old days in Edo in the Edo Period.
? The two statues exhibit various issues to be examined in the future in the study of 
the Japanese sculpture history and are examples that have great significance.
Key words:  Statues of Nitenno, Influence of China in late Heian period, Respect for 
old days in Edo period
